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Abstract
Objective Carbohydrate staples such as pasta have
been implicated in the obesity epidemic. It is unclear
whether pasta contributes to weight gain or like other
low-glycaemic index (GI) foods contributes to weight loss.
We synthesised the evidence of the effect of pasta on
measures of adiposity.
Design Systematic review and meta-analysis using the
Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development,
and Evaluation (GRADE) approach.
Data sources MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL and the
Cochrane Library were searched through 7 February 2017.
Eligibility criteria for selecting studies We included
randomised controlled trials ≥3 weeks assessing the effect
of pasta alone or in the context of low-GI dietary patterns
on measures of global (body weight, body mass index
(BMI), body fat) and regional (waist circumference (WC),
waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), sagittal abdominal diameter
(SAD)) adiposity in adults.
Data extraction and synthesis Two independent
reviewers extracted data and assessed risk of bias. Data
were pooled using the generic inverse-variance method
and expressed as mean differences (MDs) with 95% CIs.
Heterogeneity was assessed (Cochran Q statistic) and
quantified (I2 statistic). GRADE assessed the certainty of
the evidence.
Results We identified no trial comparisons of the
effect of pasta alone and 32 trial comparisons (n=2448
participants) of the effect of pasta in the context of low-GI
dietary patterns. Pasta in the context of low-GI dietary
patterns significantly reduced body weight (MD=−0.63 kg;
95% CI −0.84 to –0.42 kg) and BMI (MD=−0.26 kg/m2;
95% CI −0.36 to –0.16 kg/m2) compared with higher-GI
dietary patterns. There was no effect on other measures
of adiposity. The certainty of the evidence was graded as
moderate for body weight, BMI, WHR and SAD and low for
WC and body fat.
Conclusions Pasta in the context of low-GI dietary
patterns does not adversely affect adiposity and even
reduces body weight and BMI compared with higher-GI
dietary patterns. Future trials should assess the effect of
pasta in the context of other ‘healthy’ dietary patterns.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► The present systematic review and meta-analysis

was based on a comprehensive search and included a large number of randomised controlled trials
which provide the best protection against bias.
►► We used the Grading of Recommendations
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE)
approach to evaluate the strength and quality of the
evidence.
►► There was evidence of unexplained inconsistency
among the trial estimates for waist circumference
and body fat.
►► The generalisability of our results is called into question for all body weight and adiposity outcomes, as
the available trials only assessed pasta in the context of low-glycaemic index dietary patterns (none
assessed the effect of pasta alone or in the context
of other dietary patterns and most did not quantify
the amount of pasta consumed).
Trial registration number NCT02961088; Results.

Introduction
As the role of saturated fat in chronic disease
has been called into question, carbohydrates
have come under attack in the media,1 2
popular books,3–9 statements of health advocacy groups10 and commentaries in leading
medical journals.11 12 Much of the attention has focused on sugars, but traditional
carbohydrate staples like pasta, rice and
breads are increasingly being implicated in
the epidemics of overweight and obesity.2 7
Although systematic reviews and meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of
dietary patterns that include these foods but
are low in glycaemic index (GI),13 14 high in
whole grains15 16 and/or high in dietary fibre
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Methods
Design
Our protocol followed the guideline of the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions,19 and
findings are reported according to the guidelines of the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses20 (online supplementary table S1). The
protocol is registered at C
 linicalTrials.
gov (identifier,
NCT02961088; Results).
Data sources and searches
We searched MEDLINE (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/
bsd/pmresources.html), Embase (https://www.embase.
com), CINAHL (https://health.ebsco.com/products/
the-cinahl-database) and the Cochrane Library (http://
www.
cochranelibrary.
com/) from inception through 7
February 2017. The full search terms used in this study are
presented in online supplementary tables S2–S3. Briefly,
we searched using variations of the terms pasta and
glycaemic index and glycaemic load and body weight and
body mass index (BMI). The search was limited to human
studies and had no language restrictions. Reference lists
of selected studies and reviews were also searched to identify additional articles.
Study selection
We included RCTs that investigated the effect of pasta
consumed alone or in the context of low-GI dietary
patterns that emphasised pasta in comparison with
higher-GI diets that did not include pasta on body
weight or other measures of global (BMI, body fat)
or abdominal (waist circumference, waist-to-hip ratio,
sagittal abdominal diameter or visceral adipose tissue
as assessed by imaging modalities) adiposity in participants of all health backgrounds. Trials were included
if the intervention arm assessed the effect of pasta
consumed alone or assessed the effect of a low-GI diet
that emphasised pasta as part of the low-GI dietary
advice. Trials were excluded if they had diet duration
2

of <3 weeks, did not intend to use a calorie-matched
and macronutrient-matched comparator arm that
was higher in GI, included pregnant or breastfeeding
women or children, or did not provide suitable
end-point data. When multiple publications existed
for the same study, the article with the most information was included (n=6). Published abstracts were not
included.
Data extraction
Two reviewers (LC, CRB) assessed the titles and abstracts
of all identified studies and independently reviewed
and extracted relevant data from each report, including
study design, blinding, sample size, participant characteristics, follow-up duration, identification of pasta in the
low-GI diet only, comparator diet, macronutrient profile,
funding source and outcome data.
In those trials where the data were included in figures
and not provided numerically, we extracted data using
the software program Plot Digitizer V.2.6.8 (http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net/), a Java program that digitises
scanned figures of X and Y plots from GIF, JPEG or PNG
image file formats and allows one to calibrate the X and
Y axes for the estimation data points. Additional information was requested from the authors of all included
trials. Disagreement were resolved by consensus or where
necessary by a third author (SBM).
Risk of bias assessment
Risk of bias for each included trial was assessed independently using the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool by the two
reviewers.19 Assessment was done across 5 domains of bias
(sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding,
incomplete outcome data and selective reporting)
and assessed. The risk of bias was assessed as either low
(proper methods taken to reduce bias), high (improper
methods creating bias) or unclear (insufficient information provided to determine the bias level).
Outcomes
The primary outcome was body weight, and secondary
outcomes included markers of global (BMI, body fat)
and abdominal (waist circumference, waist to-hip ratio,
sagittal abdominal diameter or visceral adipose tissue
assessed by imaging modalities) adiposity. Change-from
baseline differences were preferred over end differences and expressed as Mean±SD. When not provided,
between-treatment differences in change-from-baseline
or end differences were calculated by subtracting means,
and SDs were calculated from the available data and statistics using published formulas.19 If there was insufficient
information available to allow for these calculations, then
missing SDs were imputed with the use of the pooled SD
from other studies included in the analysis.19
Statistical analysis
Data analyses were conducted using Review Manager
(RevMan) V.5.3 (Copenhagen, Denmark: The Nordic
Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, 2014)
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have shown advantages for weight-related outcomes,17 18
there has been a general lack of recognition of the importance of carbohydrate quality.
Pasta is an important example of a food that is considered a refined carbohydrate but has a low GI, a property
that has been exploited extensively in studies of low-GI
dietary patterns. It remains unclear whether pasta alone
or in the context of a low-GI dietary pattern shares the
advantages of other low-GI foods or on the contrary
contributes to weight gain. We are not aware of any systematic reviews and meta-analyses that have synthesised the
evidence of the effect of pasta on body weight outcomes.
We undertook a systematic review and meta-analysis of
RCTs using the GRADE approach to quantify the effect
of pasta alone or in the context of low-GI dietary patterns
on body weight and measures of adiposity relevant to the
prevention and management of overweight and obesity.

Open Access
then adjustment for funnel plot asymmetry was done by
imputing missing study data using the Duval and Tweedie
trim-and-fill method.24
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Grading the evidence
The grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach was used to
assess the certainty of the evidence.25 Evidence was graded
as high, moderate, low or very low quality. The included
RCTs were graded as high-quality evidence by default
and downgraded based on prespecified criteria. Criteria
to downgrade evidence included risk of bias (weight of
studies show risk of bias assessed by the Cochrane Risk of
Bias tool), inconsistency (substantial unexplained heterogeneity, I2>50%, P<0.10), indirectness (presence of factors
that limited the generalisability of the results), imprecision (the 95% CI for effect estimates were wide or crossed
prespecified minimally important differences (MIDs) for
harm) and publication bias (significant evidence of smallstudy effects).
Patient involvement
No patients were directly involved in the development of
the research question, selection of the outcome measures,
design and implementation of the study, or interpretation of the results.

Results
Search results
Figure 1 shows the flow of the literature. We identified
4876 reports of which 29 met eligibility criteria. No
reports were identified that assessed the effect of pasta
alone, while 29 reports (including 32 trial comparisons
involving 2448 participants) were identified that assessed
the effect of pasta in the context of low-GI dietary
patterns on any adiposity outcome in adults.26–54 Of the
32 trial comparisons that assessed the effect of pasta in
the context of a low-GI dietary pattern, there were 32
trial comparisons for body weight, 18 trial comparisons
for BMI,27 28 31–33 35 36 39–41 43–46 48 49 52 53 18 trial comparisons for waist circumference,27 28 31 33 34 36 38–40 42 44–47 52 53
10 trial comparisons for body fat,27 28 31–33 36 38 41 43 53 6 trial
comparisons for waist-to-hip ratio31 39 40 44 45 52 and 3 trial
comparisons for sagittal abdominal diameter.34 39 There
was only one trial comparison identified35 for visceral
adipose tissue as assessed by imaging modalities, thus a
meta-analysis could not be undertaken for this outcome.
Trial characteristics
Table 1 and online supplementary table S4 show the
characteristics of all included trials of the effect of
pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns. The
majority of trials had a parallel design (26/32) with
a median follow-up of 12 weeks (IQR 9–21 weeks)
and a median number of participants per trial of 43
(IQR 21–112). Most participants were middle aged
(median age, 50 years; IQR 40–58 years) men and
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for primary analyses and Stata V.13 (College Station,
TX: StataCorp LP) for subgroup analyses. A generic
inverse-variance method with random-effects models was
used to calculate pooled mean differences and 95% CIs.
Random-effects models were used even in the absence of
statistically significant interstudy heterogeneity, as they
yield more conservative summary effect estimates in the
presence of residual heterogeneity. Paired analyses were
applied to all cross-over trials with the use of a within-individual correlation coefficient between treatments of 0.5
as described by Elbourne et al.21
Interstudy heterogeneity was assessed by the Cochran Q
statistic, where P <0.10 was considered statistically significant, and quantified by the I2 statistic, where I2 ≥50%
indicates substantial heterogeneity.19 Sensitivity analyses were performed, which included the removal of
each single study from the meta-analyses one at a time
and recalculation of the summary effect. An influential
study was considered a study whose removal changed
the magnitude of the pooled effect by >10%. Sensitivity
analyses were also conducted using different correlation
coefficient values for cross-over trials (0.25 and 0.75) to
test for the robustness of the effect size, conducting analyses using fixed-effects models and restricting analyses to
those trials for which pasta intake could be quantified.
If ≥10 trial comparisons were available, then sources
of heterogeneity were explored by subgroup analyses.
A priori categorical subgroups analyses were assessed by
meta-regression analyses. These included patient type
(normal body weight, overweight or obese (average baseline BMI >27 kg/m2), diabetes, coronary heart disease),
follow-up (<24 weeks, ≥24 weeks), baseline BMI (BMI
≤30, >30 kg/m2), design (parallel, cross-over), energy
balance (negative on both arms (weight loss diets),
neutral on both arms (weight maintaining diets)) and
dose of pasta (based on the median). A priori categorical subgroup analyses also included the following dietary
factors: GI (absolute level (≤55, >55; glucose scale), within-treatment change, between-treatment change), fat
intake (absolute level (<30%, ≥30% energy), within-treatment change, between-treatment change), carbohydrate
intake (absolute level (<50%, ≥50% energy), within-treatment change, between-treatment change), protein intake
(absolute level (<20%, ≥20% energy), within-treatment
change, between-treatment change), dietary fibre intake
(absolute level (<28 g/day, ≥28 g/day), within-treatment change, between-treatment change) and risk of
bias. A priori continuous meta-regression analyses were
conducted on the absolute levels and within-treatment
and between-treatment changes of these same dietary
factors in the intervention arms of pasta in the context
of low-GI dietary patterns. Linear and non-linear pasta
intake dose–response analyses were assessed by using
continuous meta-regression analyses and spline curve
modelling (MKSPLINE procedure), respectively. Publication bias was assessed by visual inspection of funnel plots
and the Egger22 and Begg23 tests, when ≥10 trial comparisons were available. If publication bias was suspected,
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Literature search. BMI, body mass index; GI, glycaemic index.

Figure 1
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Trial characteristics*

All

Neutral energy balance Negative energy balance

Trial no (n)
Trial size (total, range)

32
2448 (8–250)

23
1989 (8–250)

9
459 (13–123)

Male:female† (%)

40:60

47:53

27:73

Age (years)

50 (40–58)

52.0 (42.1–59.5)

49.5 (34.2–53.0)

Metabolic phenotype (OW/OB:DM:CHD) (%)

66:31:3

57:39:4

89:11:0

Setting (IP:OP) (%)

3:97

4:96

0:100

Baseline body weight (kg)‡

85.5 (80.0–91.9)

84.1 (79.5–87.5)

92.5 (86.1–93.9)

Baseline BMI (kg/m2)§

30.4 (28.2–32.0)

29.5 (27.4–31.4)

31.7 (30.1–32.9)

Study design (C:P) (%)

19:81

26:74

0:100

Dose pasta (servings/week)¶

3.3 (2.3–3.5)

3.4 (2.9–4.1)

2.3 (2.3–3.5)

GI in pasta/LGI group

49.0 (44.0–55.1)

46.5 (49.9–55.5)

44.0 (42.3–49.4)

GI in higher-GI group

62.5 (61.6–63.2)

63.3 (60.1–64.4)

61.0 (59.2–66.6)

Calorie reduction in pasta/LGI group (kcal)**

−179 (−90 to −448)

−165 (−74 to −313)

−447 (−134 to −594)

Calorie reduction in higher-GI group (kcal)**

−181 (−93 to −401)

−160 (−40 to −248)

−470 (−172 to −561)

Feeding control (Met:Suppl:DA) (%)

6:44:50

4:48:48

11:33:56

Follow-up duration (weeks)
Funding sources
(A:I:AI:NR) (%)

12 (9–21)
47:9:25:19

12 (6–24)
44:13:26:17

12 (10–21)
56:0:22:22

*Median (IQR), unless otherwise indicated.
†24/32 trials provided data on sex.
‡30/32 trials reported baseline body weight.
§28/32 trials reported baseline BMI.
¶11/32 trials provided data from which dose could be approximated.
**20/32 trials provided data from which to approximate changes in caloric intake.
A, agency; AI, agency and industry; BMI, body mass index; C, cross-over design; CHD, coronary heart disease; DA, dietary advice; DM,
diabetes; GI, glycaemic index; I, industry; IP, inpatient; LGI, low glycaemic index; Met, metabolic; NR, not reported; OB, obese; OP, outpatient;
OW, overweight; P, parallel design; Suppl, supplemented/provision of certain food.

women (median ratio of men to women, 0.4:1 in available trials). The median baseline BMI across studies
was 30.4 kg/m2 (IQR 28.2–32.0). Regarding metabolic
phenotype, 21 (66%) trials included participants who
were overweight or obese (had a baseline BMI ≥27 kg/
m2), 10 (31%) had diabetes and one trial (3%) with
coronary heart disease (CHD). We did not retrieve any
trials where participants had a normal BMI at baseline (≤25 kg/m2), although six trials did not include
BMI >25 kg/m2 as part of criteria, the average baseline BMI was ≥27 kg/m2, therefore categorised as
overweight.
Risk of bias
Online supplementary figures S1 and S2 show the individual Cochrane Risk of Bias tool assessments for each of
the included trials of the effect of pasta in the context
of low-GI dietary patterns. No serious risk of bias was
detected.

dietary patterns had the effect of reducing body weight
by −0.63 kg (95% CI −0.84 to –0.42 kg; P<0.001) compared
with higher-GI control diets with no evidence of heterogeneity (I2=0%, P-heterogeneity=0.51).
Effect of pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns on
markers of global adiposity
Figure 3 and online supplementary figures S3–S4 show
the effect of pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns
on markers of global adiposity. Pooled analyses showed
that pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns had
the effect of reducing BMI by −0.26 kg/m2 (n=18 trials;
MD=−0.26 kg/m2; 95% CI −0.36 to –0.16 kg/m2; P<0.001)
compared with higher-GI control diets with no evidence
of heterogeneity (I2=0%, P-heterogeneity=0.90). There
was no effect on body fat (n=10 trials; MD=−0.01%; 95% CI
−0.58% to 0.56%; P=0.98) with evidence of substantial
heterogeneity (I2=65%, P-heterogeneity <0.01).

Effect of pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns and
body weight
Figure 2 shows the effect of pasta in the context of low-GI
dietary patterns on the primary outcome body weight.
Pooled analyses showed pasta in the context of low-GI

Effect of pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns on
markers of abdominal adiposity
Figure 3 and online supplementary figures S5–S7 show
the pooled estimates for the markers of abdominal
adiposity. Pooled analyses did not show a significant
effect of pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns
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Figure 2 Forest plot of randomised controlled trials investigating the effects of pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns
on body weight (kg). n=2448. Data are expressed as mean differences represented by a square and 95% CIs by the line through
the square. 95% CIs exceeding the plot’s bounds are represented by an arrowhead. Pooled effect estimates are represented by
diamonds and were estimated with the use of generic inverse variance random effects models. Between-study heterogeneity
was assessed by the Cochran Q statistic, where P<0.10 is considered statistically significant, and quantified by the I2 statistic,
where I2≥50% is considered evidence of substantial heterogeneity. CHD, coronary heart disease; CHO, carbohydrate; GI,
glycaemic index; HGI, higher-glycaemic index diet; LGI, low-glycaemic index diet; MUFA, monounsaturated fatty acid; Pro,
protein.

Open Access

compared with higher-GI control diets on waist circumference (n=18 trials, MD=−0.46 cm, 95% CI −1.05 to
0.14 cm; P=0.13), waist-to-hip ratio (n=6 trials, MD=−0.00,
95% CI −0.01 to 0.00; P=0.27) or sagittal abdominal diameter (n=3 trials, MD=−0.09 cm, 95% CI −0.34 to 0.16 cm;
P=0.48). There was only evidence of substantial heterogeneity in the analyses for waist circumference (I2=62%,
P-heterogeneity <0.01).
Sensitivity analyses
We conducted four sets of sensitivity analyses
(online supplementary tables S5–6, S8–9). The systematic
removal of each trial did not modify the direction or significance of the effect estimates or the evidence of heterogeneity for any of the outcomes with the exception of waist
circumference (online supplementary table S5). In the
sensitivity analysis for waist circumference, two studies
were influential studies in that their removal altered the

magnitude of the pooled effect in the remaining studies
by >10%, where the removal of the studies of McMillan-Price et al (high protein comparison)42 and Jenkins
et al44 rendered the results for waist circumference statistically significant (MD=−0.62 cm, 95% CI −1.19 to –0.05,
P=0.03 and MD=−0.61 cm, 95% CI −1.18 to –0.04, P=0.04,
respectively; forest plots not shown). Heterogeneity
remained significant in both cases (I2=55%, P-heterogeneity <0.01 and I2=50%, P-heterogeneity=0.01, respectively). Sensitivity analyses using correlation coefficients
of 0.25 and 0.75 for paired analyses of cross-over trials also
did not modify the results (online supplementary table
S6). In the sensitivity analyses where fixed-effects models
were applied (online supplementary figure S8), the direction, magnitude and significance of the pooled estimates
were very similar to those produced by the random-effects
models with the exception of the sensitivity analysis for
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Figure 3 Plot of the pooled effect estimates from randomised controlled trials investigating the effects of pasta in the context
of low-GI dietary patterns on global and abdominal markers of adiposity. Pooled effect estimates are represented by diamonds
and were estimated with the use of generic inverse-variance random-effects models. Between-study heterogeneity was
assessed by the Cochran Q statistic, where P<0.10 is considered statistically significant, and quantified by the I2 statistic where
I2 ≥50% is considered evidence of substantial heterogeneity. BMI, body mass index; GI, glycaemic index; HGI, higher-glycaemic
index diet; LGI, low-glycaemic index diet.
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Subgroup analyses
We were only able to conduct a priori categorical and
continuous subgroup analyses for body weight, BMI, body
fat and waist circumference. Subgroup analyses for waistto-hip ratio and sagittal abdominal diameter could not
be assessed, owing to <10 trial comparisons in each case.
Online supplementary figures S10–S12 show the categorical a priori subgroup analyses for body weight. There
was no evidence of significant effect modification in any
of the subgroup analyses for body weight, including no
effect modification of follow-up when comparing studies
less than 24 weeks’ duration to those greater than or
equal to 24 weeks (−0.63 kg vs −0.57 kg, respectively)
(online supplementary figure S10). Neither was there
evidence of significant effect modification in any of the
subgroup analyses for BMI, body fat or waist circumference (online supplementary figures S13–20).
Online supplementary table S7 and figures S21–S22
show the continuous subgroup analyses for body weight.
There was evidence of significant effect modification
by carbohydrate and protein intake, where an increase
in carbohydrate intake in the intervention group in
which pasta was consumed in the context of low-GI
dietary patterns was associated with weight loss (β=−0.07,
95% CI −0.12 to –0.01, I2=0.00%, P=0.02), and an increase
in protein intake in the intervention group in which pasta
was consumed in the context of low-GI dietary patterns
was associated with weight gain (β=0.15, 95% CI 0.03 to
0.27, I2=0.00%, P=0.02). None of the other continuous
subgroup analyses were significant. There was no evidence
of significant effect modification in any of the continuous subgroup analyses for BMI (online supplementary
table S8). For body fat, there was evidence of significant
effect modification in the continuous meta-regression
subgroup analysis of difference in GI between intervention and control groups, where greater difference in GI
between the groups was associated with greater reduction
in body fat in the intervention group (β=−0.09, 95% CI
−0.15 to –0.03, I2=19.39%, P=0.01) (online supplementary table S9). None of the other continuous subgroup
analyses were significant. For waist circumference,
there was evidence of significant effect modification in
the continuous meta-regression subgroup analysis of
absolute carbohydrate level and absolute protein level,
where greater carbohydrate level in the intervention
group in which pasta was consumed in the context of
low-GI dietary patterns was associated with greater loss
8

in waist circumference (β=−0.11, 95% CI −0.19 to –0.04,
I2=27.06%, P<0.01) and a lower protein level in the
intervention group in which pasta was consumed in the
context of low-GI dietary patterns was associated with an
increase in waist circumference (β=0.20, 95% CI 0.01 to
0.38, I2=43.92%, P=0.04) (online supplementary table
S10). None of the other continuous subgroup analyses
were significant.
Dose-response analyses
Online supplementary tables S7, S11 and figure S23 show
the dose-response analysis for the 11 trials for which pasta
intake could be quantified. No evidence of a linear dose
response was seen for pasta intake by meta-regression
analyses (online supplementary table S8). There was also
no evidence of a non-linear dose response by MKSPLINE
(P=0.85) (online supplementary figure S23) or piecewise
linear meta-regression analyses (online supplementary
table S11).
Publication bias
Online supplementary figures S24–S27 shows the funnel
plots for body weight, BMI, body fat and waist circumference. There was no evidence of funnel-plot asymmetry.
Formal testing with the Egger and Begg tests did not show
evidence of small-study effects (P>0.05 for both). Publication bias was not assessed for waist-to-hip ratio and sagittal
abdominal diameter, owing to <10 trial comparisons.
GRADE assessment
Online supplementary table S12 shows a summary of the
GRADE assessments for the effect of pasta in the context
of low-GI dietary patterns on body weight and measures
of adiposity. The evidence was graded as moderate for
body weight, BMI, waist-to-hip ratio and sagittal abdominal diameter, owing to a downgrade for indirectness,
and low for waist circumference and body fat, owing to
downgrades for indirectness and inconsistency (I2=59%,
P-heterogeneity <0.001; I2=66%, P-heterogeneity <0.01,
respectively).

Discussion
The present systematic review and meta-analysis was
undertaken to quantify the effect of pasta alone and pasta
in the context of low-GI dietary patterns on body weight
and other markers of adiposity. We failed to identify any
trial comparisons for the effect of pasta alone but did
identify 32 trial comparisons for the effect of pasta in the
context of low-GI dietary patterns in 2448 participants
who were predominantly middle-aged and overweight
or obese. The primary pooled analysis demonstrated
that pasta in the context of low-GI dietary patterns did
not contribute to weight gain, resulting in a significant
weight loss of −0.63 kg when compared with diets higher
in GI over a median follow-up of 12 weeks. The lack of
harm was reflected in the established clinical secondary
outcome measures of global (BMI and body fat) and
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waist circumference, which was significant (MD=−0.62,
95% CI −0.93 to –0.32; P<0.001). Finally, restricting analyses to the 11 trials for which pasta intake could be quantified (median pasta intake, 3.33 servings/week (range,
1.75–7 servings/week)) showed a similar reduction in
body weight (MD=−0.70 kg, 95% CI −1.10 to –0.29 kg;
P<0.001) when pasta was consumed in the context of
low-GI dietary patterns compared with the higher-GI
control arms without evidence of heterogeneity (I2=0%,
P-heterogeneity=0.68) (online supplementary figure S9).
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Findings in the context of existing studies
We are not aware of any RCTs directly assessing the effect
of pasta intake on any health parameters including body
weight. Our findings, however, agree with earlier systematic reviews and meta-analyses of RCTs of the effect of
low-GI dietary patterns irrespective of pasta intake on
body weight and adiposity. The systematic review and
meta-analysis by Thomas et al in 2007 found a significant
−1.1 kg weight loss and −1.3 kg/m2 reduction in BMI
favouring low-GI or glycaemic load (GL) diets compared
with control diets in six RCTs of 5 weeks to 6 months in
duration in overweight or obese individuals.13 Another
systematic review and meta-analysis by Schwingshackl
and Hoffmann in 2013 found a −0.62 kg weight loss
favouring low-GI/GL diets compared with higher GI/GL
diets in 14 RCTs with greater than 6 months’ duration in
overweight individuals (BMI >25 kg/m2).14
Our findings also agree with trials in which pasta
was emphasised in the context of other healthy dietary
patterns. One trial done in children in Spain given Mediterranean dietary advice which included increasing the
intake of pasta found that approximately 11.3% of the
participants in the Mediterranean diet group who were
classified as overweight and obese changed their weight
status to normal weight compared with only approximately 2.6% of the participants in the control group.55
Other lines of evidence from observational studies have
demonstrated benefits of pasta consumption on body
weight and adiposity. Pasta intake was recently assessed in
the Moli-sani study and the Italian Nutrition and Health
Survey, a cross-sectional study of over 20 000 Italians
from all over Italy.56 The study demonstrated that higher
pasta consumption was associated with lower BMI, waist
circumference and waist-to-hip ratio and with a lower
prevalence of overweight and obesity.56 Furthermore,
greater pasta intake was associated with better adherence
Chiavaroli L, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e019438. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-019438

to the Mediterranean diet, a dietary pattern which has a
demonstrated cardiovascular benefit.57 Similar associations between greater pasta intake and lower body weight
have also been observed in prospective US cohorts.58 A
pooled analysis of the three Harvard cohorts also showed
that higher-GI diets (which would preclude pasta) were
associated with weight gain.59
Although the product form of pasta can vary widely,
including in shape (eg, macaroni, spaghetti, linguine),
ingredients (eg, type of wheat, egg content) and
processing technique (eg, drying temperature), studies
have demonstrated that when comparing pastas varying
in these parameters, despite slight variations in glycaemic
response among pastas, glycaemic responses are still lower
compared with a control, for example, white bread.60 61
One concern of the choice of pasta as a carbohydrate
food is that is it a refined food low in fibre. Although
there are whole-grain pasta options available, studies have
demonstrated that fibre added to pasta does not significantly affect the glucose or insulin response, the secretion
of gut hormones or satiety.62 63 Furthermore, pasta has a
similar GI compared with many fibre-rich carbohydrates,
including barley, legumes and steel cut oats, and still a
lower GI compared with other fibre-rich foods including
whole-wheat bread, breakfast cereals like bran flakes and
potatoes with skin.64 The typically consumed white wheat
pasta also has a higher micronutrient content compared
with other white wheat products like bread since it
contains the aleurone layer, which is preserved as a result
of the use of harder wheats (durum wheat); even when
durum wheats are used in breads, pasta retains a lower
glycaemic response primarily because of the processing
techniques used in pasta making, which give pasta a
compact structure and reduced starch hydrolysis.61
The mechanism by which pasta in the context of
low-GI dietary patterns lead to weight loss even under
conditions of ad libitum dietary advice is unclear.
Lower-GI diets may result in greater body weight
reduction compared with higher-GI diets because
lower-GI foods have been shown to be more satiating65 and delay hunger and decrease subsequent
energy intake.13 Low-GI dietary patterns are also
characterised by high fibre content,64 66 which may
contribute to improvements in satiety and hunger.17
Furthermore, studies that have compared ad libitum
low-GI dietary patterns with standard energy-restricted
low-fat diets have demonstrated similar or better
weight loss with low-GI dietary patterns, despite the
fact that participants were free to consume as much
as they desired.13 67 Thus, voluntary energy intake may
be lower after low-GI meals, as has been previously
demonstrated.68
Strengths and limitations
The strengths of the present systematic review and
meta-analysis include that it is comprehensive, includes
RCTs, a design which provides the best protection against
bias, and uses the GRADE approach to evaluate the
9
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abdominal adiposity (waist circumference, waist-to-hip
ratio and sagittal abdominal diameter). These findings
were robust across subgroups. The findings did not differ
by metabolic phenotype in those who were overweight or
obese or had diabetes, which is noteworthy since these
are populations who would benefit from weight management strategies. There was also no effect modification by
the energy balance of the design such that the weight loss
was seen even under conditions of neutral energy balance
(in which participants were instructed to consume dietary
advice ad libitum), suggesting that encouragement of the
consumption of pasta in the context of a low-GI dietary
patterns does not cause harm and may even lead to spontaneous weight loss. There was also no effect modification
by follow-up either in continuous meta-regression or categorical, where the 24 trials with <24 weeks’ follow-up had
a weight reduction similar to those eight trials with ≥24
weeks’ follow-up (−0.63 kg vs −0.57 kg, respectively). This
finding is of particular relevance since many dietary
studies are successful in demonstrating weight loss in the
short term but not over the long term.
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for the other secondary outcomes of body fat and waist
circumference, owing to downgrades for indirectness and
inconsistency.
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Implications
These results are important given the negative
messages with which the public has been inundated
regarding carbohydrates, messages which appear to be
influencing their food choices, as evidenced by recent
reductions in carbohydrate intake,70–72 especially in
pasta intake.70 73–76 Contrary to these concerns, the
available evidence shows that when pasta is consumed
in the context of low-GI dietary patterns, there is no
weight gain but rather marginally clinically significant
weight loss (>0.5 kg).77
Although we were able to approximate the amount
of pasta consumed in one-third of included trials, it is
unclear what the effect of pasta would be in the context
of other dietary patterns. A Low-GI dietary pattern,
however, shares many similarities with a Mediterranean
dietary pattern, which emphasises many low-GI foods and
has demonstrated a cardiovascular benefit.57
Current clinical practice guidelines already suggest
the replacement of high-GI foods with low-GI foods
for improvement of glycaemic control and cardiovascular risk factors.78 79 The present evidence means that
pasta may be highlighted as an important example of
a low-GI food that can contribute to a low-GI dietary
pattern, a pattern which in turn may potentially
improve cardiometabolic risk without an adverse effect
on weight control.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the available evidence from RCTs does not
allow us to conclude that pasta consumed in the context
of low-GI dietary patterns has an adverse effect on body
weight and adiposity outcomes of importance in the
prevention and management of overweight and obesity.
On the contrary, pasta in the context of low-GI dietary
patterns reduces body weight and BMI compared with
higher-GI dietary patterns. The results are generalisable
in the context of a high carbohydrate dietary pattern
composed of low-GI foods with or without the intention
of weight loss in middle-aged individuals who are overweight or obese or have diabetes. Although the clinical
significance of the observed weight loss is debatable, this
finding increases our confidence that pasta in the context
of low-GI dietary patterns does not result in weight gain.
Further research is needed to improve our estimates.
There is also a need for more randomised trials of >1-year
diet duration to clarify whether the lack of harm for pasta
in the context of low-GI dietary patterns will translate into
meaningful long-term benefits. Other randomised trials
should focus on whether pasta will have similar effects in
the context of other ‘healthy’ dietary patterns such as a
Mediterranean diet.
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quality of evidence. Additionally, a large number of trials
were identified (32 trials) for the primary outcome of
body weight; the median follow-up period was 12 weeks,
which allows for the assessment of a moderate duration
of intervention; none of the trials were rated as having a
serious risk of bias; and there was no evidence of publication bias.
There are several limitations. First, we downgraded
the certainty of the evidence for serious inconsistency
in the treatment estimates across trials for some of the
outcomes assessed. There was evidence of unexplained
heterogeneity in waist circumference (I2=62%) and
in body fat (I2=65%). Although the inconsistency in
these outcomes may have related to measurement
error69 in the different techniques for measuring
waist circumference and body fat, we were unable to
conduct sensitivity or subgroup analyses to explore
this source of heterogeneity. Second, we downgraded
the certainty of the evidence for serious indirectness.
Most of the available trials did not quantify the amount
of pasta consumed in the context of the low-GI dietary
patterns. Although sensitivity analyses in which analyses were restricted to the 11 trials that did quantify
(providing a median 3.33 servings/week) pasta intake
did not meaningfully alter our estimates (−0.70 kg vs
−0.63 kg), it is difficult to quantify the effect of pasta in
these diets. There is also the question of indirectness
in the translation to other background diets. None of
the available trials evaluated the effect of pasta alone
or in the context of other dietary patterns. Whether
the observed effect of pasta in the context of low-GI
dietary patterns will hold in the context of other
healthy dietary patterns, such as Mediterranean and
vegetarian dietary patterns, is unclear. Although there
is no biological reason to doubt that the findings would
hold across different dietary patterns, there was no
direct evidence to support this conclusion. If the question had been asked from the perspective of benefit
as opposed to that of harm, then the moderate duration of the included trials might be another reason to
downgrade for serious indirectness. In the absence of
long-term trials (>1-year diet duration), it is difficult
to conclude with certainty that there is a sustainable
weight loss benefit of consuming pasta. Finally, there
was some evidence of imprecision for benefit but not
harm. Whereas the 95% CI of the pooled estimates did
not overlap with our prespecified MID for harm (that
is, they did not contain evidence for harm) and so were
not downgraded for imprecision, the upper bound of
the 95% CI did overlap with the lower margin of the
same MID to assess the precision of the evidence for
benefit for some outcomes.
Balancing these strengths and limitations, the GRADE
approach assessed the overall certainty of the available
evidence as moderate for the primary outcome of body
weight and the secondary outcomes of BMI, waist-to-hip
ratio and sagittal abdominal diameter, owing to downgrades for indirectness. The evidence was assessed as low
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